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Abstract: - This paper presents some preliminary numerical results concerning the interaction between debris
flows and defense barriers. Related simulations were carried out by employing a Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) commercial software. The approaching mass was treated as a single-phase equivalent fluid,
obeying the generalized constitutive equation of Carreau.
Defense barriers are structures typically placed where significant mass movements, in terms of volumes or
velocities involved, are expected. They are designed to withstand debris flow impacts as well as to contrast
local forces exerted by debris on the invested surface. Classical design methodologies are mainly based on the
application of available empirical formulations, such as those adopted in EUROCODE standards.
The proposed procedure yielded solicitations of magnitude usually lower than the corresponding obtained from
classical approaches, hence potentially leading to the design of “less massive” works. Results, consisting of
pressure fields and thrusts at the upfront barrier surface are discussed and compared with those ones derived
from alternative methods.
Key-Words: - debris flows, defence barriers, mitigation, debris flow impact, fluid-structure interaction,
numerical modelling, Computational Fluid Dynamics, CFD.
velocities up to 20 m/s, see [8] for predictions based
on statistical methods, [9], reporting surface
measurements taken by a fixed video camera, [10]
about the estimation of expected maximum
velocities, by means of dimensionless conveyance
coefficients.
The above described features, the related
unpredictability and the difficulties in designing
effective countermeasures make debris flows
extremely dangerous [11]. Every year many people
are killed by them worldwide [12], not to mention
related damages to infrastructures, human activities
cultural heritage and livestock [13-19], see the free
OFDA/CRED International Disaster Database [20]
for an overall view.
Attempting to forecasting triggering and
propagating processes in terms of physical
characteristics and expected magnitude, see for

1 Introduction
Debris flows are channelized flow-like massmovements involving loose unsorted material of low
plasticity. They may also contain large objects as
boulders or tree branches [1, 2]. Typically, their
occurrence is related to the availability of material
susceptible to be moved or triggered from area
sources (the so called zero order basins, [3]), a
significant soil moisture caused by heavy rain falls,
a steep, confined, preexisting channel, an abundant
supply of loose debris that make them growing by
entrainment processes [4, 5], glacier melts or
similar, a sparse vegetation caused by wildfire or
deforestation. Such kind of phenomena are of
particular interest to local authorities and
researchers, owing their capability in travelling for
long distances [6, 7] with attained maximum
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instance [21-23], is therefore of considerable
interest, e.g. in land-use management based on
hazard mappings definition [24-26].
Debris flow hazard can be mitigated by allowing
the approaching mass impacting [27, 28] on
structural works. They may consist of defense
barriers – flexible or rigid – to be placed where such
events are expected to take place. Flexible types
[29-31], as net barriers, are installed in recent years
in small basins for containing moderate debris flow
events.
This work refers about rigid barriers [32-34], such
as concrete works, in which elasticity effects are
assumed negligible when the interaction between
the approaching mass and structure takes place.
Still, the related phenomenon is quite difficult to
model, due to the physical and rheological
characteristics [35] of interacting mass, composed –
in the general case – by a wet mixture of sediments
of different size. In addition, in literature there are
different rheological models [7, 36-38], empirical or
theoretical based, describing the stress-strain
relationship. Empirical models, such as those
represented by power laws, are basically derived by
regressing experimental data. Theoretical models
are derived from the application of fundamental
physical concepts. The identification of the correct
one is not an easy task. Just to mention some main
issues, debris flow behaviour can vary from nearly
rigid to liquefied as a consequence of temporal and
spatial gradients associated to the pore-fluid
pressure and mixture agitation [39]. The volume
fraction of fine sediments trapped in the interstitial
fluid affects the dynamic viscosity [40] along with
the local rate of deformation, size distribution and
mineralogical properties. Anyway, most of the
available literature, gathering field and laboratory
investigations, concerning at least muddy debris
flows, indicates that they can be outlined by linear
(Bingham) or nonlinear (Herschel-Bulkley)
viscoplastic models [41-43].
Having in mind all the above issues, a numerical
investigation of exerted solicitation on rigid defense
barriers is here proposed. The propagating mass is
treated as a single-phase equivalent fluid, that is
liquid and solid phases are “merged” into a single
phase medium.

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the assumed geometry.

Fig. 2. Upfront view of the implemented barrier.
Here, we describe the way numerical results
related to the interaction between an approaching
fluid mass and a defensive barrier are obtained.
Assumed geometry and boundary conditions are
described in section 2.1. Computations were carried
out by means of the Flow 3D ® software (see
section 2.2), Ruling equations are discussed in
section 2.3.

2.1 Model set up
An open channel flow is set upstream, imposing a
constant hydrograph in time, with prefixed values of
velocity V_in and height h_in. The generated mass
flow of specific weight γ=1600kg/m3, first
propagates over the channel, then impacts against
the upfront surface of a defence barrier (Fig. 1). For
computational purposes, the rectangular channel is
assumed 9.30m long and 2m wide. The barrier is
placed 5m from the upstream end where boundary
conditions are given.
Sixteen scenarios are considered, corresponding to
the combination of four velocities V_in (1m/s, 2m/s,
5m/s e 10m/s) and flow stages h_in (0.1 m, 0.2m ,
0.5m e 1.0m). The outflow condition is assumed at
the downstream end instead.
Geometry is assembled in a CAD environment
then converted in the STereo Lithography interface
(stl) format, a standard which can be provided to the
Flow-3D solver as input file. A sketch of the
analyzed barrier is shown in Fig. 2.

2 Methodology
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2.2 The Flow 3D model
The Flow-3D solver [44] is a CFD commercial
software based on a Finite Volume formulation of
the ruling equations in the Eulerian framework. Free
surfaces and interfaces are solved with the volume
of fraction (VOF) method [45] and the Fractional
Area/Volume Obstacle Representation (FAVOR).
Velocity and pressure fields are coupled by using
the time-advanced velocities in the continuity
equations and time-advanced pressures in the
momentum equation. Ruling equations are provided
in the next section 2.3.
Temporal integration is performed with a two-step
momentum
predictor-continuity
corrector
procedure. In carrying out numerical tests, the
corrector step makes use of a weakly compressible
approach, whereby in the continuity equation a
variable density mass flow is considered and the
compressibility is simulated through a linear law
which links the density variation to the pressure
increase. No additional dissipation term is included
in the momentum equation, so this approach is valid
for low Mach numbers and is consistent with the
acoustical approximation in much of the current
literature. The model has been validated over the
years for similar operating conditions for wave
impact problems, see for instance [46-49]
The computational domain is discretized by
considering at most three spatial sub-regions (see
Fig. 1) featuring a specific cell size (coarse to fine
grid resolution from left to right side). This is
basically due to the need to speed up simulations. In
addition, spatial discretization is performed only
where the fluid is expected to take place. All tests,
shown in the following, have been carried out by
assuming a single-phase equivalent fluid with
reference density ρ0 = 2000 kg/m3.

-

γ& =

-

[

( 4)

∂ρ
+ ∇ • (ρv ) = 0
∂t

(5)

3. Results
In this chapter numerical results in terms of
propagating velocities, energy loss at the barrier,
impact pressure distribution and hydrodynamic
forces, are provided and discussed.

(1)

3.1 Mean
upstream

spatial

velocity

on

channel

The mean velocity modulus V_ws, (ws stands for
“wet surface” whereas capital word V is referred to
the averaging extracting) of the propagating mass,
travelling over the upstream channel (5m long), is
obtained on five vertical cross-sections, equally
spaced out. The final one matches the upfront
surface of the barrier. On such location, the mean
velocity is also computed with reference to the

( 2)

where the symbol “●” stands for the scalar product.
The meaning of symbols inside eqs. (1) and (2)
follows:
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n −1
2

where μ0 = 0.01 Pa·s and μinf = 0 are the zero and
infinite shear rate limit viscosities respectively, λ =
1s is the relaxation time constant and n=0.8 is the
power law index. Numerical values of above
parameters were obtained after calibration,
comparing travelled distances with corresponding
ones from a test case analized in [50]. Model closure
is obtained by solving eq. (2) together with the
continuity equation, next expressed in the general
form

in the momentum balance equation

∂v
+ ρv ∇ • v = ∇ p + ∇ • τ
∂t

(3)

ρ is the variable density;
v and p are the fluid velocity and pressure
respectively;
the dynamic viscosity μ is computed by
applying the Carreau-Yasuda model

2
μ = μ 0 + (μ 0 − μ inf ) 1 + (λγ& )

Flow-3D® package is able to simulate pseudoplastic fluid flows by embedding the following
stress-strain relationship expressed in tensor
notation

ρ

1
Dij Dij
2

(Einstein notation is assumed here and in the
following. Repeated indices imply the implicit
summation);
Dij correspond to the matrix components of the
rate of deformation tensor D ;

2.3 Governing equations

τ = μ(γ& )D

τ is the stress tensor; ∇ is the nabla operator
γ& is the shear rate given by
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V_ws =

f j ⋅ v j ⋅ Aj
f j ⋅ Aj

mean velocities [m/s]

permeable surface, yielding the variable V_ps
(sketched with a bigger marker in the next Fig. 3.
Average V_ws values, for each wet section Σi,
i=1,…5, were obtained by weighting local velocities
vj with the wet surface of cells, as some of them
might not be completely filled

( 6)
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where f, v and A are the fluid fraction, the velocity
modulus and the area of j-th cell (thus fj Aj = Σi),
respectively. Implicit summation is referred only to
cells, partially or completely wet.
Spatial velocity distribution are next shown in Fig.
3. Sub-plots refer to the initial fluid level h_in fixed
at the upstream boundary condition. Curves on each
sub-plot then correspond to the initial fluid velocity
V_in (see section 2.1 for assigned values).
As can be seen, the propagating mass accelerates
moving downstream. This is basically due to the
conversion of the initial mechanical energy content
(potential plus kinetic) into kinetic energy. The
higher is h_in, the higher is the rate of displacement.
Despite the presence of flow resistances, in the
worst case represented by h_in=1.0m and
V_in=10m/s (uppermost curve in subplot (d), Fig.
3), the mass gains 20% more velocity (112/10)x100. The presence of the barrier implied a
velocity attenuation on V_ws instead, as can be seen
from subplots (a), (b) and (c). Keeping h_in fixed,
the higher is V_in, the lower is the reduction, that is
a minor deceleration takes place. The reduction
takes no more place in the worst case. This aspect is
further enhanced in the next section 3.2.
A comparison of gain velocities at the final wet
section 5 is provided in Fig. 4. Graph is expressed in
terms of dimensionless quantities V_ws/V_in and
h_in/H_ds, being H_ds=2.0m the height of the
adopted defense structure, see Fig. 2. The scaled
velocity built this way, straightly established
whether the flow accelerates (>1) or decelerates
(<1) for any given boundary condition.
Quite interestingly, it is not the general couple
(h_in, V_in_max=10m/s) that returns the maximum
flow acceleration. For instance, the case
(h_in_max=1,0m, V_in_max=10m/s), cross marker
on the right side of Fig. 4, yields the minimum
velocity increase whereas the maximum is given by
the couple (h_in_max=1,0m, V_in =1m/s), star
marker. In other terms, when the initial kinetic
energy content is predominant, the initial potential
energy content is negligibly converted and the fluid
travels at approximately the same velocity (see cross
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Fig. 3. Mean spatial velocity on channel upstream.
(a) h_in=0.1m, (b) h_in=0.2m, (c) h_in=0.5m, (d)
h_in=1.0m.
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h_in = 0,1 m - V_in = 2 m/s
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Fig. 5 Energy loss at the barrier computed by eq. 8
for h_in=0.1m-1.0m; V_in=1m/s-10m/s.
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Fig. 4. Dimensionless velocities V_ws/V_in soon
before the upfront wall of the barrier vs the
dimensionless spatial scale h_in/H_ds. Markers
above thick line indicates that the fluid globally
accelerates on channel upstream.
markers close to
V_ws/V_in=1.0).

the

horizontal

bold

⎛
p ⎞
1
ΔH = ⎜⎜ z u + u ⎟⎟ +
v u,2 j ⋅ ( f u, j ⋅ Au, j ) + (8)
γ ⎠ 2g ⋅ Σ ws_u
⎝
⎡⎛
⎤
p ⎞
1
vd,2 j ⋅ ( f d, j ⋅ Ad, j )⎥
− ⎢⎜⎜ z d + d ⎟⎟ +
γ ⎠ 2g ⋅ Σ ws_d
⎢⎣⎝
⎥⎦

line

being fk,j·Ak,j = Σws_k, k=u,d.
Figure 5 yields ΔH values as computed by eq. (8),
for each case investigated. As can be observed, the
energy loss ΔH is not always monotone with the
initial flow velocity V_in. In particular, for
h_in_max =1.0m there is a relative minimum,
corresponding to V_in=5m/s. Anyway, maximum
ΔH values always correspond to V_in_max=10m/s.

3.2 Energy loss at the barrier
We consider the application of the Bernoulli
theorem

⎛
p ⎞ ⎛ 1
ΔH = ⎜⎜ z u + u ⎟⎟ + ⎜
γ ⎠ ⎜⎝ Σ ws_u
⎝

⎞
v u2
⎟
dσ +
⎟ ∫ 2g
⎠ Σws_u

⎡⎛
p ⎞ ⎛ 1
− ⎢⎜⎜ z d + d ⎟⎟ + ⎜
γ ⎠ ⎜⎝ Σ ws_d
⎣⎢⎝

(7)

3.3 Impact Pressure distribution at the
upfront surface of the barrier

⎞
vd2 ⎤
⎟
dσ
⎟ ∫ 2g ⎥⎥
⎠ Σws_d
⎦

This section is intended to show the non-linear
behaviour - for high propagating velocities - of the
pressure distribution as the impact takes place.
When the flow comes in contact with the solid
surface, there is locally an abrupt increase in the
pressure magnitude. A first pressure peak pm is then
reached. A secondary peak ps, lower in magnitude
may then appear. A graph of pressure vs time then
looks like a ‘church steeple’ profile (Fig. 6).

when stationary conditions occurred. Steady states
are detected as in [51].
Eq. (7) is applied to a control volume
comprehending the defensive barrier. Upstream (u)
and downstream (d) permeable surfaces were
chosen so that the flow was about to be onedimensional through them (0.50m from solid
surfaces in order to neglect distribute losses). The
meaning of symbols is as follows: Σws is the wet
surface, z is the z-coordinate (from the bottom) of
its barycenter, p is the average pressure, computed
as in eq. (6), v is the local velocity.
The same eq. (7) was discretized as follows:

Fig. 6. Temporal evolution of the pressure field.
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In the above Fig. 7, spatial pressure trends along
the vertical direction where the maximum occurs are
provided. Hydrostatic distributions p_id(z)=γ(h_wsz), being γ the specific weigth, h_ws the fluid depth
at the barrier on the same vertical direction, are
given as well for comparison.
As can be observed, the higher is V_in, the higher
is the gap between numerical and hydrostatic
distributions. This aspect turns out to be significant
in the evaluation of the amplification factor α of the
dynamic pressure pd, given by empirical
relationships, such as:

pd = α ⋅ γ ⋅ h_ws

(9)

α is commonly chosen between 3 and 5 in the
engineering practice.
Maximum pressure increases monotonically with
V_in as can be expected, not with h_in as can be
observed from sub-plot (b) of Fig. 7. Keeping
V_in_max=10m/s fixed (dash-dotted red lines), the
maximum pressure is minimized for h_in=0.2m
(pmax=44kPa), being comprised between the
corresponding values for h_in=0.1m (pmax=58kPa,
sub-plot (a)) and h_in=5m (pmax=77kPa, sub-plot
(c)). This aspect turns out to be significant as the
pressure main peak is not only related to the
velocity of the approaching mass flow. More
precisely it depends on the combination of velocity
and height (i.e. momentum, in a single word), at the
upfront of the propagating domain, soon before the
impact.

3.4 Hydrodynamic force on the upfront
surface of the barrier
The evaluation of hydrodynamic forces acting on
barriers is of primary interest in common practice.
In facts, integral solicitations commonly appear in a
global equilibrium. Here we refer to two particular
conditions: the first one is related to a short period
soon after the impact instant. The second one is
referred to the period of time needed for the
achievement of steady conditions.
The aim is to compare forces corresponding to the
above cited as well as to assess to what extend
impact forces can be neglected when compared with
steady forces. In any case, the hydrodynamic force S
is evaluated by summing pressure forces applied on
the wet contact surface as follows:

Fig. 7. Numerical pressure distribution profiles
along verticals where the maximum arises. (a)
h_in=0.1m, (b) h_in=0.2m, (c) h_in=0.5m, (d)
h_in=1.0m. Hydrostatic distributions are shown as
well for comparison, although not readable for subplots (c) and (d) as they overlap with the vertical
axis.
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(10)

fj < 1 occurs in correspondence of partially wetted
cells, fj = 1 otherwise.
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(a)

As the impact takes place, we do not observe a
quick increase in the hydrodynamic force as occur
for local pressures instead (see section 3.3). This is
basically due to the fact that the force is obtained by
an integral condition over the entire wet surface.
Fig. 8 shows aligned temporal trends over a short
period of time, measured respect the impact instant
of the slowest flowing mass, which always occur for
V_in=1m/s.
Despite a base-10 log scale is used for the
dependent variable, It is quite evident the
corresponding smooth variation of S(tr).
It is interesting to observe that the force is not
always monotone with the initial velocity V_in. In
particular this can be noted in sub plots (a) and (c)
of Fig. 8 where the force trend for V_in=0.2m/s is
below the corresponding one for V_in=0.1m/s. This
can be justified on the basis of the kinematic
conditions of the moving mass as the impact takes
place. As general behavior, when the Froude
number increases (let it assumed in terms of the
front wave, Fr = V_ws/(g·h_ws)0.5, being g the
gravity acceleration, V_ws and h_ws the mean
velocity and fluid level of the approaching mass,
almost in contact with the upfront barrier), the fluid
mass become less prone to be curved at the surface
(at least for some instants) hence yielding lower
forces but higher local pressures at the wall. Such a
circumstance is equivalent to the movement of
supercritical flows which is only dependent on
upstream boundary conditions.

(b)

(c)

-

(d)

Trends over a period of time, needed for the
achievement of steady conditions

Here, hydrodynamic force trends on a wider period
needed to reach steady flow conditions are
deducted. For computational reasons we regressed
the available trends in order to infer on the final
steady values of the force.
Numerical results are shown in Fig. 9. As can be
observed, this time the applied force is always
monotone with the initial velocity V_in. In addition,
it exhibits a maximum, see sub plot (a) for
V_in=10m/s, sub plots (c) and (d) for V_in=5m/s.
Such a behavior is related to the kinematic of the
incident wave. For higher velocity values, i.e. for
higher Froude numbers, the impinging wave
determines a maximum solicitation, then a relative
relaxation occurs.

Fig. 8. Temporal variation of the hydrodynamic
force S at the wall. The independent variable tr
denotes the time respect the impact instant of the
slowing flowin mass. (a) h_in=0.1m, (b) h_in=0.2m,
(c) h_in=0.5m, (d) h_in=1.0m.
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Table 1. Numerical exerted forces [kN] at the
barrier.

15.5
42.00
n.a.
n.a.

3.64
6.50
22.77

14.63
88.09

102.7
6
57.40

24.77

2.33

0.30

Ss

13.40

10.73

0.64

Si

39.65

3.03

V_in=10m/s

94.23

0.08
0.11

Ss

0.01

.99
2.91

0.12

Ss

1.36

h_in=1.0m

9.05

(b)

Si

39.55

h_in=0.5m

V_in=5m/s

Si

Ss

0.08

h_in=0.2m

V_in=2m/s

Si

0.03

h_in=0.1m

V_in=1m/s

0.24

(a)

Table 2. Ratio between Si and Ss.

(c)

V_in=1m/s

V_in=2m/s

Si/Ss
[%]

Si/Ss
[%]

V_in=5m/s

Si/Ss
[%]

V_in=10m/s

Si/Ss
[%]

h_in=0.1m

12.1

2.6

2.1

23.5

h_in=0.2m

2.7

1.0

2.6

15.5

h_in=0.5m

0.3

0.0

2.6

n.a.

h_in=1.0m

0.6

1.4

13.0

n.a.

(d)

As can be observed, integral solicitations occurred
when the impact took place were always lower or
much lower than corresponding ones exerting on the
barrier when steady conditions were attained.
Anyway, it is worth observing that for some
couples (h_in, V_in) the ratio Si / Ss was of the order
of tens percent, i.e. not negligible. The worst case
recorded arisen for the couple (h_in_min=0.1m,
V_in_max=10m/s). Such a circumstance suggest
that low, fast travelling flowing masses needs to be
assessed when the impact takes place.

Fig. 9. Temporal variation of the hydrodynamic
force S at the wall. Here, the independent variable t,
denotes the absolute time. (a) h_in=0.1m, (b)
h_in=0.2m, (c) h_in=0.5m, (d) h_in=1.0m.

In Table 1 hydrodynamic forces are provided for
two conditions:
- as the impact takes place (maximum force
Si over a subsequent short period of time);
- as steady conditions are reached (final force
Ss or relative maximum, when occurs).
A comparison is then made in Table 2 by
computing the ratio between Si and Ss.
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4. Conclusions
In this work, some preliminary numerical results
concerning the interaction between debris flows and
defence barriers were presented. The moving mass
was treated as a single equivalent fluid obeying the
Carreau constitutive equation whereas the solid
interface as a rigid surface. Fluid propagation and
energy loss at the barrier were assessed in terms of
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